We investigate theoretically the resonant splitting of ballistic conductance peaks in magnetic superlattices. It is found that, for magnetic superlattices with periodically arranged n identical magnetic-barriers, there exists a general (n − 1)-fold resonant peak splitting rule for ballistic conductance, which is the analogy of the (n − 1)-fold resonant splitting for transmission in n-barrier electric superlattices (R. Tsu and L. Esaki, Appl. Phys. Lett. 22, 562 (1973)).
Electron motion in a two-dimensional electron gas(2DEG) subjected to a magnetic field has attracted long-drawn interest, since it provides a variety of interesting and significant information characterizing the behavior of electrons in 2DEG systems. There are a number of papers 1 devoted to the study on quantum transport of a 2DEG in a unidirectional weak sinusoidal magnetic-field modulation with a uniform magnetic-field background, where commensurability effects come into play. This system was recently realized experimentally 2 , and the long-predicted magnetoresistance oscillations 1 resulting from semiclassical commensurability between the classical cyclotron diameter and the period of the magnetic modulation, were observed. Recently, a 2DEG was investigated under the influence of a magnetic step, magnetic well and magnetic barrier 3 . Electron tunneling in more complicated and more realistic magnetic structures was found to possess wave-vector filtering properties 4 . The studies 5 showed that the energy spectrum of magnetic superlattice(MS) consists of magnetic minibands.
(n − 1)-fold transmission splitting for n-electric-barrier tunneling was first noticed and generalized by Tsu and Esaki in their pioneering paper 6 , and was proved analytically by Lui and Stamp
7
in the electric superlattice(ES) with periodically arranged n identical rectangular barriers. Very recently, Guo et al. 8 investigated theoretically the transmission splitting effects in two kinds of magnetic supperlattices(MS) and found no explicit and general resonant peak splitting for transmission in electron tunneling in MS.
We noticed that there is a single conductance peak for electron tunneling through the twobarrier magnetic structure, and two resonant spikes in the triple-barrier structure 4 . We also observed four resonant peaks in the ballistic conductance at low Fermi energies and found that four resonant shoulders can be resolved for a 2DEG modulated by a sinusoidal magnetic field of five periods and a 5-magnetic-step-barrier structure as long as the magnetic strength is strong enough 9 . This urges us to explore whether there is a general resonant peak splitting rule for ballistic conductance in magnetic superlattices(MS). Since ballistic conductance can be derived as the electron flow averaged over half the Fermi surface 10 , the main features of resonant tunneling through magnetic barriers is still preserved for ballistic conductance 4 . It hints that there exists some kind of resonant peak splitting rule for ballsitic conductance in magnetic superlattices(MS), which is only dependent on the number of barriers in the magnetic field profile. In the following, we calculated ballistic conductances with the help of transfer matrix method in four kinds of magnetic superlattices Fig. 1 (d) ). Here θ(x) is the Heaviside step function and l is the period of superlattice, γ is a parameter characterizing the magnetic field strength. The above systems can be performed experimently 4,5,11 .
For a 2DEG subjected to a periodic magnetic field perpendicular to the 2DEG plane, the corresponding one-electron Hamiltonian reads
where m * is the effective mass of electron and A(x) is the vector potential in the Landau gauge. for ψ(x) can be obtain
The function
can be interpreted as an effective k y -dependent electric potential. From this expression we can find out that, electron tunneling in MS is inherently a complicated two dimensional process, which depends on the electron's wave vectors in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the 2DEG, and thus possesses no general transmission splitting relation as in ES.
For the magnetic structure in region [0, L = nl], we devide it into M (M >> 1) segments, each of which has width a = L/M . The effective potential in each segment can be viewed as constant and then the plane wave approximation can be taken. In the jth segment, the wave functions may be expressed as
where
, which may be either real or pure imaginary.
Without any loss of generality, we assume there is no magnetic field in the incident and outgoing regions, then the wave functions can be expressed by plane waves
where k = 2E − k 2 y and r, t are the reflection and transmission amplitudes respectively.
The match of the wave functions and their derivatives at x = 0 and x = L yields
where T j M is the transfer matrix for the jth segment.
Transmission coefficient T (E, k y ) for electron tunneling through the n-barrier MS can be readily obtained from Eq. (5) T
With the transmission coefficient, we calculate ballistic conductance from the well known LandaurBüttiker formula
where θ is the angle between the incidence velocity and the x axis, E F is the Fermi energy, G 0 = e 2 m * v F l y /h 2 , and v F is the Fermi velocity of electrons.
First, ballistic conductances(in units of G 0 ) versus incidence energy in Kronig-Penny magnetic superlattice( KPMS ) were studied. Our results, shown in the left column of Fig. 2, are calculated for the different number n of magnetic barriers (which is also the number of the periods of magnetic superlattice except for n = 1 case of half the magnetic period). The structure parameters are chosen to be l = 2, γ = 2.5 for solid curves and l = 2, γ = 2 for dashed curves. Let us inspect the conductance splitting at the magnetic strength γ = 2. It is obvious that no resonant peak exists in the ballistic conductance for the single magnetic-barrier case. One resonant peak is seen for double magnetic barriers and one sharper spike along with one resonant shoulder appears for triple magnetic barriers. With the increase of the number n of magnetic barriers in KPMS, the total number of resonant conductance spikes and shoulders increases along with the resonant peaks and shoulders becoming sharper. As n → ∞ , the peaks will fill in the energy windows of the magnetic minibands continuously as in the periodic ES 7 . By counting the number of resonant peaks and resonant shoulders in n-barrier KPMS, we found that, the number of resonant peaks and resonant shoulders, or the number of resonance splitting equals to n − 1, which is the number of the magnetic barriers in KPMS. This is the corresponding (n − 1)-fold resonant peak splitting for ballistic conductance in KPMS, which is similar to the (n−1)-fold resonant splitting for transmission in n-barrier ES. The splitting rules for ballistic conductance in KPMS is exactly the same as that for transmission in ES. With the magnetic strength γ increasing, the resonant shoulders become resonant spikes and the resonant peaks are resolved more clearly. More importantly, the (n − 1)-fold resonant peak splitting for ballistic conductance is unchanged.
To find out the general rules for resonant peak splitting of ballistic conductance in MS of arbitrary magnetic-barrier profile, we calculated ballistic conductances versus incidence energy for
Step MS in the middle column of we found that the number of resonant conductance peaks in the n-barrier
Step MS, Sinusoidal MS and Sawtooth MS is also n − 1(n is the number of magnetic barriers). This indicates the existence of a general n-1 fold resonant splitting of conductance peaks in MS with n identical magnetic barriers, which is independent of the magnetic-barrier profile. Then, We can generalize this rule as follows: for electron tunneling through magnetic superlattices with periodically arranged n identical magnetic barriers, (n − 1)-fold resonant peak splitting exists in ballistic conductance within each magnetic miniband. It is a general rule as the n-fold resonant peak splitting for transmission in n-electricbarrier superlattices. For transmission of electron tunneling in magnetic superlattices, there is no such general splitting rule, since it is strongly dependent on the wave vector (momentum) normal to the tunneling direction. It is worth noting that the resonant peaks in ballistic conductances within lower energy minibands will be suppressed and that within higher energy minibands will be resolved gradually by the further-increased magnetic strength 4 .
As is well known, for electron tunneling through electric superlattice, when the incidence en- In summary, we studied the resonant peak splitting effects for ballistic conductance in four kinds of magnetic superlattices of finite periods with identical magnetic barriers. It is found that there is a general (n − 1)-fold resonant peak splitting rule for ballistic conductance in n-identicalbarrier magnetic superlattices, which is the analogy of (n− 1)-fold transmission splitting in n-barrier electric superlattices. Fermi energy
